JOIN US AND SET PEOPLE

Hope at Home is a national charity fighting
modern slavery and human trafficking in the UK.
We provide homes for survivors of slavery who would otherwise be
destitute by training and supporting people to host them in their
homes. Our safe and stable accommodation enables our houseguests to walk the difficult road towards independence, prevents
re-trafficking and reduces homelessness.

Right now, more than 40 million people are in
slavery across the world, at least 13,000 in the UK.
We believe freedom is not just a far off dream.
For our guests, it becomes a reality.

For survivors of slavery…
Freedom is being able to breathe again
without panic attacks.
Freedom is choosing what to eat for lunch.
Freedom is deciding to go for a walk in the
park.
Freedom is choosing a career for yourself.
Freedom is working for an education.
Freedom is drinking a cup of coffee.
Freedom is having a home to go to after
work.
Freedom is spending your own money.
Freedom is buying your own toiletries.

You can join us to see this freedom become a
reality for survivors of modern slavery.
Modern slavery supply chains can be a stain on businesses, but you
can help to erase that stain! By supporting us, you will not only
demonstrate your commitment to social responsibility but will help
to engage, retain and motivate your staff as they become part of the
wider solution. We will promote your company across our marketing
channels enabling the public to see your strong ethical values and
commitment to see change, providing you with a loyal customer base.

There are two different levels of support:
Support us with donations and one-off sponsored events. We
will promote this for you across our marketing channels.
Choose us as your ‘Charity of the Year’. We will work with
you to promote your company on our website and marketing
platforms and you will hold fundraising events and support us
financially as we see sustainable freedom for survivors.

Get in touch
hopeathome.org.uk
info@hopeathome.org.uk
07877 447341
_hopeathome_
hopeathome
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